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ABSTRACT
We investigate stationary slim aretion disks around Kerr blak holes. We onstrut a
new numerial method based on the relaxation tehnique. We systematially over the whole
parameter spae relevant to stellar mass X-ray binaries. We also notie some non-monotoni
features in the disk struture, overlooked in previous studies.
Subjet headings: blak hole physis  aretion disks
1. INTRODUCTION
Observations of miroquasars in thermal states
(see e.g. MClintok & Remillard 2003), as well as
observations of some AGN (e.g. Collin & Kawaguhi
2004), point to the existene of blak hole (BH)
aretion ows that are quasi-steady for relatively
long times, optially thik, and geomerially thin.
They exist in a rather wide range of aretion
rates. Many authors study suh ows using the
elebrated Shakura-Sunyaev model. The model
is easy in appliations beause of its remarkable
advantages, in partiular: [1℄ Within the disk,
matter rotates on almost exat irular Keplerian
orbits. [2℄ The inner edge of the disk, i.e. the
plae where the aretion ow hanges from rota-
tion to plunging, always loates at rin = ISCO.
[3℄ The loal ux of radiation F (r) emitted from
the disk surfae is given by a universal analyti
formula, derived diretly from onservation of
mass, energy, and angular momentum, and in-
dependent of dissipation. The general relativisti
version of it, F (r) = FNT (r), was derived by
Novikov & Thorne (1973).
However, for high aretion rates, e.g. M˙ ≥
0.1 M˙Edd, these properties do not hold, and the
Shakura-Sunyaev model should be hanged in or-
der to properly desribe the slim disk eets
(Abramowiz et al. 1988): [1∗℄ Within most of
the disk the rotation is slightly sub-Keplerian,
and in the innermost part of the disk the rota-
tion is super-Keplerian. [2∗℄ With the inreas-
ing aretion rate, the inner edge of the disk
rin goes loser to the BH than the ISCO (e.g.
∆rin/rISCO ≈ 10% for the Eddington mass are-
tion rate). [3∗℄ The loal ux of radiation emitted
from the disk surfae is not given by the universal
analyti Novikov-Thorne formula, but should be
alulated to inlude advetion of heat aptured
within the areted matter. Slim disks are far less
radiatively eient than the Shakura-Sunyaev so-
lutions. In this respet they resemble advetion
dominated aretion ows (for a reent review see
Narayan & MClintok 2008) and together with
them form a lass or radiatively ineient ows
(RIFs).
Most of the RIFs models in Kerr geometry
onstruted to date (Abramowiz et al. 1996;
Gammie & Popham 1998) desribed advetion
dominated ows rather than slim disks. The
known slim disk solutions do not provide a suf-
ient overage of the parameter spae needed
for aurate tting of the alulated ontinuum
spetra to these observed. The previous ts (e.g.
Shafee et al. 2006) have been done with the as-
sumption that rin = ISCO and F (r) = FNT (r).
This is learly inadequate for L > 0.3LEdd, as
Figures 7 and 8 in Shafee et al. (2006) show. In
this paper, we have alulated a large set of slim
disk models that over all the relevant parameter
spae. Hopefully, they will improve the auray
of the spetral ts as well as other astrophysial
appliations of blak hole aretion disk models.
The paper is organized as following: At the be-
ginning (2) we present equations governing rela-
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tivisti aretion disk for optially thik ase. In
3 we desribe in details the numerial methods we
use to solve the problem. The solutions for vari-
ous disk parameters are presented in 4. In 4.2
we put attention to non-monotoni features in ra-
dial veloity proles whih appear for some par-
tiular mass aretion rate range. In the follow-
ing paragraph (5) we disuss properties of slim
disk solutions in dierent regimes of the system
parameters. Finally, in 7 we summarize our work
and disuss astrophysial appliation of the results
presented here.
2. RELATIVISTIC SLIM DISKS
In this setion we present slim disk equations
derived in the Kerr spaetime metri. We fol-
low the authors who have derived these equa-
tions previously, starting from Lasota (1994)
and taking into aount further improvements by
Abramowiz et al. (1996) and Abramowiz et al.
(1997). Similar models were onstruted and
solved by Gammie & Popham (1998) and Beloborodov
(1998). We assume: the Kerr metri, axis sym-
metry (∂φ = 0), stationarity (∂t = 0), zero torque
lose to the horizon, large optial depth, no self-
irradiation, no angular momentum taken away by
radiation and we neglet the magneti pressure.
(i) The mass onservation:
M˙ = −2πΣ∆1/2 V√
1− V 2 (1)
where Σ =
∫ +h
−h
ρ dz is disk surfae density and V ,
dened by the relation ur = V∆1/2/(r
√
1− V 2),
is the gas radial veloity as measured by an ob-
server at xed r who orotates with the uid. ∆
and A are the standard Kerr metri oeients.
(ii) The radial momentum onservation:
V
1− V 2
dV
dr
=
A
r
− 1
Σ
dP
dr
(2)
where
A = − MA
r3∆Ω+k Ω
−
k
(Ω− Ω+k )(Ω− Ω−k )
1− Ω˜2R˜2 (3)
and Ω = uφ/ut is the angular veloity with re-
spet to the stationary observer, Ω˜ = Ω − ω is
the angular veloity with respet to the inertial
observer, Ω±k = ±M1/2/(r3/2 ± aM1/2) are the
angular frequenies of the orotating and ounter-
rotating Keplerian orbits and R˜ = A/(r2∆1/2) is
the radius of gyration.
(iii) The angular momentum onservation
(Lasota 1994):
M˙
2π
(L − Lin) = A
1/2∆1/2γ
r
αP (4)
where L = uφ, Lin is the angular momentum at
the disk inner edge, γ is the Lorentz fator and
P = 2Hp an be onsidered vertially integrated
pressure. Herein, unless stated otherwise, we as-
sume α = 0.1.
(iv) The vertial equilibrium (Abramowiz et al.
1997):
P
ΣH2
=
L2 − a2(ǫ2 − 1)
2r4
≡ G (5)
with ǫ = ut being the onserved energy assoiated
with the Killing vetor.
(v) The energy onservation:
F adv ≡ −αPAγ
2
r3
dΩ
dr
− 32
3
σT 4
κΣ
= − M˙
2πr2
P
Σ
×(
4− 3β
Γ3 − 1
d lnT
d ln r
− (4 − 3β)d lnΣ
d ln r
)
(6)
where the disk entral temperature T has been
introdued.
(vi) The regularity ondition:
By a series of algebrai manipulations of the above
equations we get:
d lnV
d ln r
=
N
D (1− V
2) (7)
with N and D given by:
N = −A− BCP
Σ
− 4πr
2F adv(Γ3 − 1)
M˙(1 + β)
−
1− β
1 + β
P
Σ
d lnG
d ln r
(8)
D = CP
Σ
− V 2 (9)
where: B, C and Γ3 are dened in Abramowiz et al.
(1996), β is gas to total pressure ratio and F adv is
given by Eq. 6. To obtain a physial solution N
and D must vanish at the same radius alled the
soni point.
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3. NUMERICAL METHODS
To obtain slim disk solutions one has to solve
a two dimensional system of ordinary dierential
equations together with the following regularity
onditions at the soni radius rS :
N|r=rS = D|r=rS = 0 (10)
and outern boundary onditions given at some
large radius rout. The loation of the soni point
is not known a priori. A mathematial problem
dened in suh a way an be lassied as a two
point boundary value problem whih we solve ap-
plying the relaxation tehnique (Press 2002). To
start the relaxation proess one has to provide a
trial solution. The onvergene stritly depends
on the quality of suh initial guess. In this work
we apply the following method of searhing for the
proper initial onditions for relaxation.
The angular momentum at the inner edge of
the disk, Lin, is the eigen value of the problem
and must be hosen properly to satisfy the regu-
larity onditions given by Eq. 10. The value of Lin
determines the shape of a solution. It turns out
that the topology of slim disk solutions with Lin
higher and Lin lower than the proper value Lin,0
is dierent. The former branh of solutions termi-
nates as soon as the denominator D vanishes (the
regularity ondition is not satised). The latter
does not ross the soni point at all (D is always
positive). The self-onsistent solution is expeted
to be the ommon limit of these two branhes.
A trial solution an be ahieved in a few itera-
tion steps.
1
We start integration at r > 1000rS
assuming the Novikov & Thorne (1973) boundary
onditions and we use the impliit Runge-Kutta
method of the 4th order.
1
To save omputational time when looking for the trial so-
lution we estimate
dΩ
dr
using the diusive form of visosity
(Eq. 35 in Abramowiz et al. 1996) instead of alulating it
numerially - suh an approah is preise enough to ensure
onvergene. This fat explains why the trial and relaxed
models in Fig. 1 do not oinide.
Fig. 1. Temperature proles in the viinity of
the soni point for a few iterations leading to the
trial model used as initial ondition in the relax-
ation proedure (for details see 3). Aording to
the topology solutions with too high value of Lin
terminate before reahing the proper soni point
while solutions with too low Lin go through the
soni point radius but follow an improper branh.
The relaxed solution and the loation of the soni
point are also presented. Models alulated for a
non-spinning 9.4M⊙ BH with m˙ = 0.1m˙Edd.
One the trial solution is found one an start
relaxation proess between rout and the estimated
position of the soni radius rS . The standard ap-
proah has to be modied due to the fat that we
expet singularity at the inner boundary. Thus,
we treat the problem as a free boundary prob-
lem and introdue one more variable desribing
the position of the ritial point (Press 2002). In
this work we usually use 100 mesh points spaed
logarithmially in radius.
The radial derivatives d lnG/d ln r (Eq. 9) and
dΩ/dr (Eq. 6) are evaluated numerially basing
on the G and Ω proles in the previous iteration
step. A relaxed solution is obtained in a few itera-
tion steps and is then used as an initial ondition
for relaxation when looking for the solution of a
problem with one parameter (e.g. mass aretion
rate m˙ or BH spin a∗) slightly hanged. For new
system parameters we look for the outern bound-
ary onditions at rout by integrating the equations
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from 1.1rout (assuming Keplerian disk there) until
we reah rout. In suh a way a full spetrum of
system parameters an be ahieved eetively.
One a solution outside the soni point is found
we numerially estimate the radial derivatives of
V and T at the soni point using values given at
r > rS . Taking them into aount we make a small
step from the innermost mesh point (whih orre-
sponds to the soni point) inward. Then we start
integrating using standard Runge-Kutta method
until we get lose enough to the horizon.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Flux proles
For very low mass aretion rates most of en-
ergy generated at eah radius is immediately emit-
ted away and disk is expeted to be very thin.
Therefore, solutions in that regime are in general
onsistent with solutions of Novikov & Thorne
(1973). The slim disk solutions deviate from thin
disk models when advetion beomes important.
Aording to Fig. 2 in ase of a non-rotating BH
an aretion disk is no longer radiatively eient
for mass aretion rates exeeding 0.1m˙Edd where
m˙Edd is the ritial mass aretion rate dened as:
m˙Edd =
64πGM
cκes
= 2.23×1018 M
M⊙
g ·s−1 (11)
orresponding to (in ase of a non-rotating BH)
a disk with the Eddington luminosity (see 4.4).
The rate of heat adveted inreases with mass a-
retion rate. One an expet that for very high
mass aretion rates advetion would dominate
heat transfer (Abramowiz et al. 1988)
2
. It is im-
portant to note that inside some partiular radius
(e.g. 8M for m˙ = 0.6m˙Edd) heat is no longer
aumulated in the areted matter but is gradu-
ally radiated away amplifying the emission om-
ing out of visous proesses. This fat has strong
inuene on the radial proles of the ux emit-
ted from both sides of an aretion disks (Fig.
3). For mass aretion rates implying signiant
amount of advetion the maximum of emission
2
There is another lass of aretion disks whih are advetion
dominated and optialy thin named Advetion Dominated
Aretion Flows investigated by a number of groups e.g.
Ihimaru (1977), Rees et al. (1982), Narayan & Yi (1994),
Narayan & Yi (1995) and Abramowiz et al. (1995)
is shifted inward: from ∼ 10M expeted for ra-
diatively eient disks around non-spinning BH
down to 7.5M for m˙ = 0.9m˙Edd and even further
for higher aretion rates. The eet is even more
distint for rotating BHs (middle and bottom pan-
els of Fig. 3, please note the ommon shift due to
dereasing radius of the innermost stable irular
orbit).
Fig. 2. Ratio of energy adveted to generated
at eah radius for dierent mass aretion rates
for a∗ = 0. Positive values denote region where
heat generated by visous proesses is stored in the
areted matter. Negative values mark radii where
the umulated heat is radiated away summing up
to the ux generated by visous proesses.
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Fig. 3. Flux proles for dierent mass aretion
rates and BH spins. Eah subplot ontains six
solid lines for the following mass aretion rates:
0.01 (the thikest line), 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9M˙Edd
(the thinnest line). The upper panel is for a non
rotating BH (a∗ = 0), the middle one for a∗ = 0.6
while the bottom one for a highly spinning BH
(a∗ = 0.98). BH mass is 9.4M⊙.
4.2. Disk struture
Proles of a few parameters desribing an a-
retion disk for a number of mass aretion rates
in ase of a non-spinning BH are presented in Fig.
4. The proles of the radial veloity as measured
in the uid orotating frame V are presented in
the upper left panel. The ratio of the radiation to
gas omponents of the total vertially integrated
pressure P are drawn in the upper right orner.
Disk thikness and entral temperatures are pre-
sented in the lower panels.
The radial veloity for large radii oinide with
values given by Novikov & Thorne solutions whih
are assumed as the outer boundary onditions and
approahes the speed of light when getting lose to
the horizon. At a given radius the radial veloity
inreases with mass aretion rate. For a spei
range of aretion rates the radial veloity proles
are not everywhere monotoni i.e. the veloity is
not steadily inreasing when gas is getting loser
to the horizon. These features, existene of whih
is out of ommon knowledge, orrespond to regions
of inreased surfae density and will be disussed
in details in the following paragraph.
Fig. 4. Proles of radial veloity (upper-left
panel), radiation to gas pressure ratio (upper-
right), disk thikness over radius (H/r) ratio
(bottom-left) and entral temperature (bottom-
right) for a nonspinning BH of mass 9.4M⊙. The
solid lines are for mass aretion rates between
0.01 and 0.9m˙Edd.
Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) pointed out that an
aretion disk an be divided into three distin-
tive regimes: (i) the outer region, gas pressure
and free-free satterings dominated; (ii) the middle
region, gas pressure but eletron sattering dom-
inated; (iii) the inner region, radiation pressure
and eletron sattering dominated. Aording to
their inner region formulae the surfae density is
expeted to rise innitely when approahing the
inner edge of the disk (areted gas is slowed down
by inreasing radiation pressure). Obviously, this
behaviour (whih orresponds to a derease of the
uid radial veloity) is suppressed as the Shakura
& Sunyaev's inner region does not infat extend
down to the inner edge of the disk. The radiation
5
to gas pressure ratio in their solutions is propor-
tional to (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973):
prad
pgas
∝ r−8/21
(
1−
√
6
r
)2
(12)
The transition between inner and middle regions
takes plae where gas and radiation omponents
of pressure are equal. It is trivial to show that
the inner region must be followed by a transition
to the middle one before reahing the disk inner
boundary. Therefore, lose to 6M the growth of
the surfae density is suppressed by a derease ex-
peted in the gas pressure dominated (middle) re-
gion of an aretion disk. The resulting humps
in the surfae density as well as the orrespond-
ing non-monotoni parts of the radial veloity pro-
les are presented in details in Fig. 5. Aording
to the upper-right panel of Fig. 4 for the lowest
mass aretion rates (m˙ < 0.01m˙Edd) radiation
pressure never dominates in the disk and there-
fore there is no hump in surfae density prole at
all. For moderate mass aretion rates radiation
pressure exeeds gas pressure in wide range of radii
and resulting humps in surfae density proles are
learly visible. When aretion rate inreases the
advetion of heat beomes more and more impor-
tant (see 4.1) and the Shakura & Sunyaev for-
malism annot be longer applied. Our solutions
show that for mass aretion rates higher than
0.9m˙Edd (for a
∗ = 0) the surfae density and ra-
dial veloity proles beome again monotoni for
all radii despite the fat that inner parts of the disk
are radiation pressure dominated. It is important
to understand that suh humps in surfae density
proles annot be onsidered shok like features -
they are perfetly ontinuous, nite and station-
ary. Their shape depends on the assumptions we
make about disk vertial struture. It is possible
that for more realisti models they would be even
more profound.
Fig. 5. The non-monotoni setions of the ra-
dial veloity and surfae density proles in an a-
retion disk surrounding a 9.4M⊙ BH with α =
0.1. The solid lines are for mass aretion rates
between 0.1 and 0.9m˙Edd.
The loal minima in the radial veloity proles
our in some partiular range of mass aretion
rates. The minimal aretion rates for whih the
non-monotoni features our orrespond to the
appearane of radiation pressure dominated disk
regions. The maximal values are determined by
the rate of advetion whih signiantly hanges
the disk struture. Fig. 6 presents relation be-
tween the mass aretion rates for whih we ob-
serve non-monotoni setions in the radial velo-
ity proles and the BH spin. For non-rotating BH
the loal minima appear for aretion rates be-
tween 0.1 and 0.7m˙Edd while for a highly spin-
ning BH (a∗ = 0.9) for aretion rates range
0.025÷ 0.2m˙Edd. The solid line presents mass a-
retion rates for whih the minimum is the deepest
(ompare Fig. 5). In general the minima are most
profound for mass aretion rates lying almost per-
fetly in between the limiting values i.e. 0.38 for
a∗ = 0 and 0.11 for a∗ = 0.9. These deepest min-
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ima our at radii plotted in the bottom panel of
Fig. 6. They lie just outside the innermost stable
orbit for a given BH spin.
Fig. 6. The shaded area at the upper panel
presents mass aretions rates for whih the non-
monotoni setions of the radial veloity prole
(see 4.2) appear at a given BH spin. These fea-
tures are the most profound at the mass aretion
rate given by the solid line. The bottom panel
presents loation of the most profound loal mini-
mum in the radial veloity prole as a funtion of
BH spin. Loation of the innermost stable orbit is
also presented.
The bottom left panel of Fig. 4 presents the
H/r ratio for a few values of the aretion rate.
For disks with the lowest m˙, whih are gas pressure
dominated only, the H/r ratio is almost onstant
down to ∼ 10M and then rapidly dereases. For
higher aretion rates there is a radiation pressure
dominated inner region of a disk whih results in
an inrease of H/r ratio.
The entral temperature prole dependene on
the mass aretion rate is presented in the bottom
right panel of Fig. 4. The exponents of the tem-
perature proles outside ∼ 10M depend on the
gas to radiation pressure ratio. The temperature
in the gas dominated regions inrease more rapidly
with dereasing radius than in the inner radiation
pressure dominated part of a disk. As in the ase
of the ux proles (Fig. 3) the loation of the tem-
perature maximum moves loser to the ISCO with
inreasing mass aretion rate. In the plunging re-
gion the temperature drops rapidly and the disk
beomes gas pressure dominated.
4.3. Angular momentum proles
In Fig. 7 we present proles of the spei an-
gular momentum ℓ = uφ/ut of the areted gas
for few dierent mass aretion rates in ase of
a non- and highly spinning BHs. For low and
moderate mass aretion rates the spei angu-
lar momentum proles are very lose to the Ke-
plerian distribution. They dier signiantly for
high mass aretion rates. As one ould expet
for an aretion disk (Abramowiz & Straub 2008)
the ow is sub-Keplerian at large radii (the higher
mass aretion rate the more signiant deviation
from the Keplerian ow). There is a transition ra-
dius (rcenter) where the spei angular momen-
tum rosses the Keplerian prole. This radius or-
responds to the loation of the pressure maximum.
Inside rcenter the angular momentum is superke-
plerian and rosses again the Keplerian prole at
rin interpreted as the disk inner edge. The spe-
i angular momentum proles approah the val-
ues orresponding to the angular momentum at
the inner edge of a disk (Lin).
7
Fig. 7. Aretion disk spei angular mo-
mentum proles for non-spinning (a∗ = 0.0) and
rapidly rotating (a∗ = 0.9) BHs. For eah value
proles for two mass aretion rates are presented:
m˙ = 0.1 and m˙ = 5.0m˙Edd.
In Fig. 8 we present the dependene of the
loation of disk harateristi radii (rin, rS and
rcenter) on the mass aretion rate for two values
of BH angular momentum. For low mass aretion
rates (m˙ < 0.6m˙Edd for a
∗ = 0 and m˙ < 0.2m˙Edd
for a∗ = 0.9) the loation of the disk inner edge
(rin) oinides with the loation of the soni point
(rS) and is almost independent of the aretion
rate. In this regime the disk inner edge is loated
very lose to the ISCO (marked with dotted lines).
For higher mass aretion rates both rin and rS
move loser to the horizon. Initially, the soni
point moves inward slower and it does not oinide
with the inner edge of the disk. For the highest
mass aretion rates they are again loated lose
to eah other. The loation of the pressure maxi-
mum (rcenter) is roughly independent of the are-
tion rate for low aretion rates. For m˙ > 0.6m˙Edd
in ase of a non-rotating BH and m˙ > 0.2m˙Edd for
a∗ = 0.9 it moves slightly inward reahing ∼ 10M
for a non-rotating and ∼ 4M for a highly-spinning
BH at m˙ = 10m˙Edd.
A more detailed disussion of several astrophys-
ially interesting issues onneted to the loation
of the inner edge of slim disks, that follow from
the transoni models alulated here, will be soon
published elsewhere.
Fig. 8. Loations of the harateristi points
of a disk for non-spinning (a∗ = 0.0, thik lines)
and rapidly rotating (a∗ = 0.9, thin lines) BHs for
α = 0.1. Dashed lines mark loation of the inner
edge of the disk, solid lines stand for the soni
point while dot-dashed lines are for the loation
of the pressure maximum. Dotted lines denote
loation of the innermost stable irular orbits.
4.4. Radiative eieny
In Fig. 9 we plot the radiative eieny of a-
retion, dened as:
η =
L
m˙c2
=
1
16
L/LEdd
m˙/m˙Edd
(13)
versus mass aretion rate for a few values of the
BH spin. As disussed by e.g. Kozlowski et al.
(1978) or Jaroszy«ski et al. (1980) for aretion
disks that are thin on their inner edge, the ef-
ieny of aretion η an be approximated by
η = 1−ut(rin). As it was disussed in the previous
paragraph, when the aretion rate is very small,
the inner edge of the disk oinides with the loa-
tion of the ISCO (Fig. 8). Thus, for very small
aretion rates, the eieny is onstant (does not
depend on the aretion rate), and the total lumi-
nosity is proportional to the aretion rate.
It was found by Jaroszy«ski et al. (1980),
Abramowiz et al. (1988), Pazy«ski (1982), Pazy«ski
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(1998) and several other authors, that when are-
tion rate inreases, the inner edge of a disk moves
from the loation of ISCO to the loation of the
marginally bound orbit rmb (f. Fig. 8). Beause
ut(rmb) = 1, the eieny at rMB is formally zero,
and therefore, as found in the above quoted pa-
pers, when aretion rate inreases, luminosity is
not proportional to the aretion rate, but grows
more slowly. We illustrate the drop in eieny
in Fig. 9.
A more detailed disussion of the eieny of
aretion at high aretion rates may be found in
the review by Abramowiz (2005).
Fig. 9. The top panel present the total lumi-
nosity of an aretion disk for dierent values of
BH spin as a funtion of mass aretion rate. The
bottom panel presents the eieny parameter η
(see 4.4).
4.5. Alpha dependene
The α formalism (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973)
gives only the upper limit for the value of α pa-
rameter whih has to fulll the ondition α ≤ 1.
This restrition omes from the assumption that
turbulent elements of size smaller that disk thik-
ness and moving at veloities smaller than speed
of sound waves are the soure of visosity. The
usual approah is to set α to some partiular on-
stant value. In this paper we hoose α = 0.1 as
our standard assumption.
Fortunately, as Shakura & Sunyaev (1973)
have proven, the outoming ux of energy does
not depend on α in the ase of radiatively eient
aretion disks. Whether this is true or not for
disks with advetion has to be heked numeri-
ally. In Fig. 10 we present our solutions for a few
dierent values of the α parameter and for two
mass aretion rates. The surfae density pro-
les depend strongly on α - to generate the same
amount of energy a model with lower value of α
requires higher value of the vertially integrated
pressure whih orresponds to higher olumn den-
sity. Aording to the bottom panels of Fig. 10
the ux proles are insensitive to dierent values
of α at all radii outside the ISCO even for high
mass aretion rates. The dierenes in ux pro-
les inside the ISCO do not inuene the emergent
spetra as the emission in this region is negligible.
Fig. 10. Surfae density and ux proles de-
pendene on the value of the α parameter for two
mass aretion rates m˙ = 0.10m˙Edd (left panels)
and 1.00m˙Edd (right panels). BH mass is 9.4M⊙.
In Fig. 11 we present the loation of the soni
point for dierent values of the α parameter and
dierent mass aretion rates for a non-rotating
BH. For very low aretion rates the soni point
is loated lose to the ISCO independently of the
value of the visosity parameter. For high mass a-
retion rates and low visosities the soni point,
as the theory of thik aretion disk predits (e.g.
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Jaroszy«ski et al. 1980; Pazy«ski 1982), moves
inward towards the marginally bound orbit. For
the highest values of the α parameter (α & 0.2)
the behaviour is opposite - the soni point moves
outside the ISCO with inreasing mass aretion
rates (ompare Fig. 11 in Abramowiz et al. 1988).
Suh solutions are interpreted as Bondi-like and
are not unique (Muhotrzeb-Czerny 1986). There-
fore the dotted lines in Fig. 11 should be inter-
preted as proles desribing approximate mean lo-
ations of the soni point in this regime.
Fig. 11. Loation of the soni point as a fun-
tion of mass aretion rate for dierent values of
the α parameter: α = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4 for a non-rotating BH. Dotted lines (for
highest values of α) denote approximate mean lo-
ation of the soni point as the solutions in this
regime are not unique (see 4.5)
5. Parameter study
The main goal of this work is to provide a spe-
trum of slim disk solutions in a wide range of pa-
rameters appliable to stellar mass X-ray binaries.
The parameter spae is spanned by four values
dening the system properites: BH mass, are-
tion rate, BH angular momentum and the value of
α. In the standard Novikov & Thorne approah
the ux prole (most important for spetral on-
tinuum tting) does not depend on the value of α
and is inversely proportional (for given r/M and
m˙/m˙Edd) to the BH mass. Our results show that
taking advetion into aount does not hange
these relations, e.g. the ux prole hardly depends
on α (4.5) neither the advetion rate (f. Fig. 2)
does depend on the BH mass. Therefore, the ma-
jor properties of an aretion disk depend mostly
on two parameters: the mass aretion rate m˙ and
the dimensionless spin parameter a∗ = a/M . In
this setion we point out the existene and sum-
marize the properties of three regimes in m˙ orre-
sponding to three dierent branhes of the M(Σ)
urve desribed in details in Abramowiz et al.
(1988). The mass aretion rates limiting them
depend on BH spin and oinide with aretion
rate limits for the non-monotoni features in the
radial veloity proles presented in the top pannel
of Fig. 6.
(i) low aretion rates  Disk is gas dominated
only. The radiation pressure supported inner re-
gion does not our. The radial veloity prole is
monotoni. Disk is radiatively eient (η ≈ 1 for
a∗ = 0 and η ≫ 1 for a∗ → 1). The advetion
is not signiant. The ux prole agrees with the
Novikov & Thorne solution. The angular momen-
tum prole is almost Keplerian. Both rin and rS
are very lose to the ISCO.
(ii) moderate aretion rates  Radiation pres-
sure dominates the inner region of a disk. The
radial veloity and surfae density proles are no
longer monotoni. Disk is not radiatively eient:
η drops down with inreasing aretion rate. The
advetion beomes more signiant what results in
a shift of the ux prole maximum with respet to
the radiatively eient ase. Rotation is slightly
sub-Keplerian outside rcenter and super-Keplerian
between rcenter and rin. rin and rS almost oin-
ide and are loated lose to the ISCO.
(iii) high aretion rates  The radiation pres-
sure dominated region extends upto large radii.
The advetion beomes dominant signiantly
shifting the ux maximum inward. The radial
veloity prole is monotoni. The angular mo-
mentum prole signiantly deviates from the
Keplerian distribution. Disk is radiatively inef-
ient (η → 0). rin and rS are loated inside the
ISCO.
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6. Prospets for future work
Models of slim aretion disks alulated here
are needed in several astrophysial appliations
that are at present being worked by us in a frame-
work of a larger researh projet (onneted to my
Ph.D. work) that inludes:
(1) Combining the transoni radial desrip-
tion of the slim disk struture used here with
a more aurate treatment of the vertial stru-
ture by using ideas and methods developed to
solve the vertial radiation transfer in thin are-
tion disks by Hameury et al. (1998); Davis et al.
(2005); Ró»a«ska & Madej (2008) and others. We
are working on a general numerial ode that
would self-onsistently ombine radial and vertial
struture alulations. The major issue here is to
alulate the loation of the eetive photosphere
of a slim disk. We have already tested a simplied
version of the ode and examined a thin, radia-
tion pressure supported disk, onrming that in
this ase loation of the eetive photosphere only
weakly depends on the (unknown and therefore ad
ho assumed) vertial dissipation (S¡dowski et al.
2009).
(2) Calulating the observed X-ray ontinuum
spetra of slim disks by ray-traing photon traje-
tories (in the Kerr geometry) all the way from an
emission plae at the disk eetive photosphere to
a distant observer. We use a partiular version of
the ray-traing ode developed by Bursa (2006). It
fully inludes all speial and general relativisti ef-
fets. An extensive atalog of the alulated spe-
tra will be published elsewhere (Bursa & S¡dowski
2009) and used in ollaboration with the Harvard
group (Abramowiz et al. 2009) to improve the
blak hole spin estimates by the spetral X-ray t-
ting (as in e.g. Shafee et al. 2006; Middleton et al.
2006; Gou et al. 2009). Improvements follow from
inluding eets of advetion (they are relevant for
higher aretion rates) and from a more aurate
alulation of the loation of the eetive photo-
sphere (relevant at higher inlinations).
(3) The stationary slim disk models alulated
here provide the initial onditions needed in nu-
merial simulations of non-stationary slim disks
in Kerr geometry that we perform in ollabora-
tion with the Xiamen University group. The inter-
esting astrophysial issue here is a possible limit-
yle behavior. Also in this ase we are alulating
the observed appearane of the disk using the ray-
traing from the eetive photosphere.
7. Conlusions
In this paper we presented a numerial method
used to solve equations desribing slim aretion
disks. The most important assumptions we made
were as following: we assumed stationarity and
axis symmetry, we negleted the angular momen-
tum ux taken away by radiation and the radial
ux of radiation, we assumed large optial depth,
used the vertial equilibrium formula derived by
Abramowiz et al. (1997) and we allowed for ad-
vetive ux of energy. Slim disk equations were
redued to a two dimensional two boundary value
problem. We solved it applying relaxation method
(Press 2002). The solutions are presented in de-
tails in 4. For moderate and high mass are-
tion rates we observe large amount of advetion
whih signiantly hanges the emergent ux pro-
les. For some partiular range of aretion rates
non-monotoni features in disk struture appear.
We onlude they ould be even more profound
under dierent assumptions about disk vertial
struture. The appliations of the relativisti slim
disk solutions presented here are disussed in 6.
The resear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-
toral thesis work at the Copernius Center in War-
saw, Poland. I thank Marek Abramowiz, my the-
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t, many
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onstant support. I also thank
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e and help. I was
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us Cen-
ter and several other institutions: Göteborg Uni-
versity (Sweden), Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
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s (USA), Xiamen University (China),
Institute of Astronomy (Prague, the Cze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) and at Nordita (Sto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all of these institutions for hospitality and sup-
port. This work was dire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A. The manual for tabulated slim disk solutions available online at
http://users.amk.edu.pl/as/slimdisk
The solutions of the relativisti slim aretion disk model presented and disussed in this paper have been
available online at http://users.amk.edu.pl/as/slimdisk sine Otober 2009. In this setion we present
a brief desription of the format they are provided in as well as for the inluded C interpolation routines.
There are two sets of les available: one for 10M⊙ BH only (weighting a. 170 MB) and the other for a
few BH masses with mass interpolation inluded (a. 1 GB). The former is enough for ray-traing purposes
where the eetive temperature and disk thikness proles are the only needed while the latter for more
general appliations where other quantities, depending on BH mass in more ompliated ways, are involved.
The disk proles are provided in the following subfolders: data-dsi/ in ase of the single mass set of
solutions and data-dsi-mN/ in ase of the full set of disk models where N stands for dierent BH masses
and an take the following values: 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100M⊙. Eah folder ontains a number of
soltt.N.M.dat les desribing aretion disks for given set of the input parameters. These les are indexed
in the res.mamdot.dat le ontaining 8 olumns with the following meaning:
1. BH mass [M⊙℄,
2. disk luminosity dened as:
∫∞
rh
2πrF emdr in units of the Eddington luminosity: LEdd =
4piGMc
κes
=
1.25× 1038 MM⊙ erg · s−1,
3. mass aretion rate in units of the ritial mass aretion rate dened in Eq. 11,
4. dimensionless spin parameter a∗ = JGM2/c ,
5. loation of the soni point in units of 2M ,
6. value of the angular momentum at the horizon (the eigen value of the transsoni solution) in units of
2M ,
7. N le index,
8. M le index.
Eah soltt.N.M.dat le ontains 12 olumns in the following order. All values but radius and temperature
are given in G = c = 1 units (onversion fators are given in Tab. 1).
1. radius [2M ℄,
2. radial veloity (as dened in Set. 2),
3. entral temperature [K℄,
4. angular momentum,
5. surfae density,
6. H/r ratio,
7. vertially integrated pressure,
8. radiation to gas pressure ratio,
9. ux emitted (both sides),
10. ux adveted,
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11. spei angular momentum (uφ/ut),
12. undened.
The emitted ux F em is related to the disk eetive temperature Teff by the following formula: F
em =
2σT 4eff where σ = 1.56 · 10−60 m−2K−1 is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant in G = c = 1 units.
Table 1: Conversion fators from gs to geometrial units
veloity 1 cm/s = 3.34 · 10−11
angular momentum 1 g cm2/s = 2.48 · 10−43 m2
surfae density 1 g/cm2 = 7.42 · 10−27 1/m
vertially integrated pressure 1 Ba cm = 8.26 · 10−48 1/m
ux 1 erg/cm2/s = 2.76 · 10−56 1/m2
Disk solutions an be aessed diretly or through provided interpolation routines. Two C les are
attahed to the arhives: dsi. and draw_dsi.. The former ontains the interpolation routines and is
designed to be easily inluded in any C ode requiring instant aess to disk solutions at any ombination
of the input parameters (mass aretion rate or luminosity, BH spin, radius and BH mass). The latter
extrats given disk proles for hosen input parameters, prints them to les and draw the solutions to
.GIF and PostSript les using GnuPlot. Compilation of these routines requires GNU Sienti Library
(http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl). The header le dsi.h as well as an exemplary Makefile are also
inluded.
The interpolation routines take the same input parameters for both arhives. The only dierene is that
the routines inluded in the smaller arhive neglet the mass and always returns solutions for 10M⊙.
To inlude slim disk interpolation into a C ode one should do the following:
1. inlude dsi.h header le,
2. set up the interpolation by alling dsi_setup(MdotLum, a, M, alpha, MdotLumFlag, &rmin,
&rmax) with the following arguments:
• MdotLum - mass aretion rate or disk luminosity in Eddington units depending on MdotLumFlag,
• a - dimensionless spin parameter,
• M - BH mass [M⊙℄,
• alpha - negleted,
• MdotLumFlag - 0 for disk luminosity as the 1st argument, 1 for mass aretion rate,
• rmin - minimal radius of the tabulated solution is returned,
• rmax - maximal radius of the tabulated solution.
The routine returns 0 if the input parameters lie inside the grid of tabulated solutions and 1 if go
outside the grid at least in one dimension.
3. all dsi_eval(r, N) to evaluate a given parameter at radius r (in units of 2M). The meaning of N is
the following:
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0 absolute value of the radial veloity
1 entral temperature
2 spei angular momentum
3 surfae density
4 H/r ratio
5 total vertially integrated pressure
6 radiation to gas pressure ratio
7 ux emitted
8 ux adveted
9 angular momentum
All values are returned in geometrial units as disussed above.
4. set o interpolation for given disk parameters by alling dsi_setoff().
The draw_dsi. le ontains additional stand alone ode whih uses the routines provided by dsi. to
print out and draw disk solutions for given system parameters. The ode takes input in the following format:
./draw_dsi MBH N ml %f a %f [a %f ml %f℄ [a/ml %f℄ filename
where the meaning of the arguments is following:
• MBH - BH mass [M⊙℄,
• N - index of the required quantity (as given above),
• ml - disk luminosity (if negative) or mass aretion rate (if positive),
• a - dimensionless BH spin,
• filename - name of output le for .gif and .ps gures.
Examples:
./draw_dsi.out 10 3 ml .3 a 0 a .6 a .9 fig1
- plots surfae density for M=10M⊙ and the following (mdot, a) sets: (.3, 0), (.3, .6), (.3, .9)
./draw_dsi.out 10 7 a 0 ml -.1 ml -.2 ml -.3 fig1
- plots ux for M=10M⊙ and the following (luminosity, a) sets: (.1, 0), (.2, 0), (.3, 0)
./draw_dsi.out 10 7 a 0 ml .6 a .9 ml .3 a .99 ml .1 fig1
- plots ux for M=10M⊙ and the following (mdot, a) sets: (.6, 0), (.3, .9), (.1, .99)
Proles of the required quantity for eah set of disk parameters are printed out to out_n.dat les eah
ontaining two olumns with radius in the rst one and prole of the required value in the seond olumn.
The slim disk solutions are tabulated for α = 0.1, 0 ≤ a∗ ≤ 0.99 and M˙ < 500M˙Edd.
The author will appreiate any omments and bug reports sent to asamk.edu.pl.
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